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Incorporating process knowledge 

in spatial interpolation of 

environmental variables



Are 984 observations enough for geostatistical 

interpolation?



A typical geostatistical problem 

high

low



A typical geostatistical solution
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Predict value of the spatial variable z at 
unobserved location x0 from observations 
z(xi), i=1…n,as follows:

Ordinary Kriging: derive weights λi from the 
spatial autocorrelation structure 
(semivariogram) of z, this yields the Best 
Linear Unbiased Predictor



The result might look like this
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low



Problem solved?

� we have obtained a map of the spatial variable, 
which weighs the observations optimally

� however, ordinary kriging is entirely based on the 
observations and does not make use of any 
additional information (which is often available)

� perhaps we can do better by incorporating the 
additional information (explanatory data as well as 
knowledge about physical processes that caused 
the spatial variation)

� we will discuss three approaches to do so, starting 
simple but ending complicated



APPROACH 1. Stratified kriging
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low
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Stratified kriging preserves the boundaries 

between mapping units



Statistical model underlying stratified kriging

mapping unit dependent 
mean at location x

deviation from the 
mean at x+z(x)   =

(deterministic) trend, 
explanatory part

(stochastic) residual, 
unexplanatory part

possibly spatially 
autocorrelated



map unit A map unit Cmap unit B map unit A

x

spatial 
variable

Example realisation along a transect



APPROACH 2. Regression kriging

z(x) = f(explanatory variables) + stochastic residual

Example:

possibly spatially 
autocorrelated

soil depth(x) = +
β0 + β1⋅elevation(x) + β2⋅slope angle(x) + 

β3⋅vegetation density(x) + 
β4⋅upstream area(x)

+ residual (x)



1. select explanatory variables and estimate regression 
coefficients using ordinary least squares

2. compute residuals (by subtracting the fitted trend from 
the observations) at observation locations and compute 
a semivariogram to quantify spatial correlation of the 
residual

3. apply the regression model at all unobserved locations 
(usually a grid)

4. krige the residuals

5. add up the results of steps 3 and 4

Regression kriging algorithm

Better: integrate estimation of coefficients and kriging of 
residuals using weighted least squares and universal kriging 



Example from Hengl et al. (Geoderma 120, pp. 

75:93): predicting soil depth for a 50 × 50 km 

area in Croatia



observations

regression only

soil map only
predictor

regression
kriging

ordinary
kriging

Results using various interpolation methods



Validation on 35 independent observations



Regression kriging….
� is rapidly evolving because modern observation and 

GIS techniques yield high:quality explanatory variables 
at high resolutions

� incorporates process knowledge because it
(presumably) uses explanatory variables that have a 
causal influence on the target variable

� is handicapped in the sense that the way in which
explanatory variables appear in the trend is highly
empirical, i.e. not reflecting the actual processes

� has given a boast to alternative ways of soil mapping, 
which has now entered the ‘Digital Soil Mapping’ era
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DEM resolution ever increasing



High resolution imagery, also in feature space



Airborne geochemistry



New ground surveying techniques

EM38DD

EM31

GR320

GPS

Veris 3100



Regression kriging….

� is handicapped in the sense that the way in which
explanatory variables appear in the trend is highly
empirical, i.e. not reflecting the actual processes



APPROACH 3. Space:time Kalman filtering

state of system (t) = f(state of system(t−1), 
external forces)

+ residual

no matter how hard we try, 
the model will always differ
from reality

To do better justice to process knowledge we must take a 
dynamic approach

process model

spatially 
distributed!!



State:space approach has two main equations

State equation (assume linear model):

Measurement equation:

system state
system noise
= model error

measurement error
measurement

external forcing



Kalman filter algorithm: combine process knowledge 

with information in measurements

Starting from state Z0 at t=0, we have a time update:

and a measurement update:

where K(t+1) is the Kalman Gain, which determines how 

much weight the measurement gets to correct the state 
estimate. It can be computed alongside the updates, and so 
can the associated variances







Application of the space:time Kalman filter to mapping soil 

redistribution in the Hepburn research site

� Hepburn site about seven hectares in size, located
in southern Saskatchewan (Canada)

� gentle slopes, maximum difference in elevation 
three metres

� agricultural landuse (crop:fallow production system)

� tillage erosion main cause of soil redistribution

� amount of soil flux per tillage event has a linear 
relationship with slope angle (‘realistic’ assumption)



Initial DEM of Hepburn site



Evolution of soil redistribution over 37 years using 

process model only

elevation erosion/sedimentation



99 grid measurements of cumulative soil redistribution (sum 

over 37 years)



Scatter plot of measurements against process model 

predictions



The space:time Kalman filter adjusts the predicted soil 

redistribution to the measurements

Before measurement update: After measurement update:



Marked adjustment, particularly along transportation 

routes near measurement locations

Effect of 
measurement 

update 
(‘interpolated 

residual’)



Scatter plot of measurements against updated model 

predictions



Measurement update also reduces uncertainty

Before measurement update After measurement update



Summary and Conclusions
� There is much that can be gained by including process knowledge in 

spatial interpolation

� Model of spatial variation underlying spatial interpolation:
variable = trend/explanatory part + stochastic residual

� Ordinary kriging focuses entirely on the residual and exploits its 
spatial autocorrelation

� Regression kriging pays more attention to the explanatory part

� Space:time Kalman filter represents real:world processes more 
realistically by taking a dynamic approach, while taking process 
model error into account and using measurements to correct the 
model predictions

� The advantage of exploiting process knowledge is not only that we 
(potentially) get more accurate maps, but also that we get a better 
understanding of how the real world works: that is what science is all 
about, is it not?



Thank you
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